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Father. Burns
Will Attend
Installation

Attends Inauguration

. 1n R •0 •T •C•
D I"ff"ICU1ties
Band Is Straightened
Out; Band Perforn1s
Smoothly.

Noted Educators Invited
To Inauguration 0.f
Seventh President At
Heidelberg College.
Rev. Dennis F. Burns, president of Xavier University, will
journey to Tiffin, Ohio, the week
end of October 23rd, to attend
the ceremonies of the installation of a new president of Heidelberg College. A group of
nearly 500 leading educators
from all over the nation have
been invited to attend the inauguration af Clarence E. J.osephson
as seventh president of the college.
The Heidelberg.:.Denison annual ;foollball game will feature the
installation ceremonies on Satur
day, October 23. This game is
Heidelberg's homecoming game.
The inaugural address will be
be delivered by Dr. Reinhold
Ne~buhr, of
Union Theologkal
Seminary, Gifford lecturer-elect
of the University of Edinburgh,
Scotland.
Other .speakers include: Dr. John A. Krout, professor of history at Columbia
University and nr. E. G. Homrighausen of Indianapolis.
Other representatives from
Cincinnati inc 1 u de Presiden.t
Raymond Walters of the University of Cincinnati, President-.:R,
Ames Montgomery, of the Lane
Theological Seminary and President Lucien Wulsin, .of the Cin-cinnati Conservatory of Music.

Present reports indicate that
our former statements concerning the Band w_ere ill-timed. The
Hand is at peace with the world.
The News of last week carried
an arttcle which, through some
misunderstanding, stated that
."there is a slight feeling of discontent brewing in their small
ranks," and "that the band mem·bers desire to wear the blue uni.foruns that were used a few years

Student Council
Football Game
Will Direct
Reports Given
Social Affairs
Each ·Quarter
Determination Of Fu- BENEFIT OF LIBRARY
ture Status Deferred
To A Later Meeting. Mrs. Louis J. Toke At
Head Of Large Com•
The Social Committee-'Student
mittee Of Friends Of
Council combine is still the topic of discussion in Council meetings. No definite plans have been Xavier.
arrived at, but for the present,
the Council will be in charge of
social activities until the question is decided.
The decision
on this question will rest until
the faculty moderators render
an opinion on the issue.
If the present status is retained, the Council will sponsor a
dance in the Biology Lobby in
the near .future for the purpose
of acquainting Xavier frosh with
the students of the two Catholic
colleges in the Cincinnati area.
Plans for the Homecoming
Dance were under way after Albert A. Stephan, Council President, appointed Class Presidents
Paul M. Kelly, Ralph W. Kohloff, and Paul C. Beckman to work
in conjunction with James E.
Farasey li.n completing the arrangements.
The site of the
·dance wm-,be- nnriouiiced by this
committee in a forthcoming issue.
No definite plans were drawn
up iby the Council for election of
Freshman class president and
one Student Council representative. This matter was deferred
until later in the month both to
enable the freshmen to become
more acquainted within their
own ranks and to enaJble the
Student Council to carry out the
early semester business whkh
the Council must dispense with
quickly. .President Stephan announced that sufficient notice
will be given when election time
draws near.

Booklovers' Association, made
up of mothers of Xavier students
and friends of Xavier, will sponsor its annual card party tomorro:w evening at B o'clock in the
ago instead of the R. 0. T. C.
Marie Antoinette ballroom of
regimentals."
the Hotel Alms. Euchre, Five
The whole diffi'culty as exHundred, Lotto, and other games
plained by Father Usher in that
will be played.
Reports of the Xavier-Provisame article, lies in the fact that
dence football game will be an"either there is no musical abilnounced ·~ter each quarter at
ity in the freshman class or else
the party over a loud speaker
which is being installed especialNoted Educator to Have it lacks the necessary school
ly for the occasion, and a play
spirit to give up a few hours a
by play description of the game
Jurisdiction Over Chi- week in the service of the Alma
will be given.
Maiter."
cago Province.
Proceeds of the Booklovers'
The protest that the ·band
card party will go toward the
memJbers made to the authorienhancement of the Xnvier UniThe Rev. William A. Magee, S. ti_es of the university contained
versity library. This has been
J., was appointed last week to no clause dealing with the unithe main objective of ithe organsuC<Jeed ,. the Rev··"Gerald-,· Fitzg.iJb.:. ·form;-'6ut ·i..\raS' alfected ·a£tliec a.-p~·
ization which has been cooperat1
bons, S. J., as Provincial of the parent lack of spirit in the freshing with the library officials for
Chicago Province of the Society man class. The first rehearsal
many years and which has done
of Jesus. The new provincial is brought out three freshmen.
much in filling the /book shelves
a noted educator, having been
The "discontent brewing" was
of the university Ubrary.
su~essively president· of iMar- merely this plea for more memMrs. Louis J. Tuke, president
·quette University and John Car- 'hers, and the appearance of the
of the Booklovers' Clulb, heads a
roll University, Cleveland, before :band at the Kentucky game
large committee which is comassuming his new office.
fully demonstrated the ha1-mony
pleting preparations for the
Father Magee becomes superior now prevailing in its ranks.
event.
of all° the Jesuits in this section
It should be noted that the
Rev. Paul J. Sweeney, S. J.,
of the country and will super- band has been organized some
director of libraries at Xavier
vise the operations of the vari- two weeks ahead of last year's
University, is moderator of the
ous colleges, universities and schedule, that it is already perBooklovers. All friends of Xahigh schools under his jurisdic- forming quite smoothly, and that
vier are invited to join the pertion. Xavier University and St. progress is being made toward a
sonnel of the club, and special
Negative Is Victor On Xavier High School, Cincinnati, bigger and better band than has
invitation is extenaetl to the
are among these institutions.
ever played for the Alma Mater.
mothers of Xavier students.
Unlcameral Issue; CivBesides the annual card party
il Service To Be Next --~~~~~~~~--~--~------------~~~--~----------~-----:i given by the Xa\rier friends,
sma1ler affairs are held on the
Topic.
campus at various intervals also
with the purpose of enlarging
the library funci.
The negative team consisting
of Robert Inkrot and Daniel
Bruch was victorious in the first
Philopedian Debate held on
The results of an informal sur- storms, and as the protectress of Egypt, of pagan parents, accordMonday, October 4. The question at hand was: "iResolved, vey conducted during the past artillerymen and miners. Her ing to Jacoibus de Voragine in
that we adopt the unicameral week would seem to indicate that martyrdom is said by some to his "Aurea Legenda." Her fathplan as our national government~ the majority of students have have occurred on December 4, er was a rich nobleman named
not even noticed the picture of 303 A. D. Others maintain it was Dioscuris. Fe a r f u 1 lest his Host Of Literary Club·
al system of legislation."
St.
Barbara hanging over the in the year 235. Be that as it daughter, who had grown into a
!Due to unforeseen circumOutlines Strategy To
stances, Jack Fogarty, the ap- hall doorway near the military may, however, her festival day very !beautiful young woman,
would be married and so separpointed critk judge, had to leave bulletin board in the Biology is December 4th.
Be Used In Game.
Relics said to have belonged to ated from him, the jealous man
!before the debate was over and Building. Still less, probaibly,
had
her
confined
in
a
high
tower.
have
they
understood
its
signifiwere
transferred
by
St.
Barlbara
the decision rested with the
Raymond J. Wilson, Jr., as the
the Emperor Justin to Constan- In her seclusion she heard of the
house, which decided in favor of cance.
St. Barbara of the Batteries, tinople; from there to Venice; in preaahing of Origen and longed last initiated member , was
the negative team.
named Drawer. of the Mermaid
William Roll, the first speaker as she was called by G. K. Ches- 1009 A. D. to Torcelli, near Ven- to hear more of his teaching. She Tavern
at the meeting of the honsent
a
letter
secretly
to
the
faof the affirunative, asserted that terton in his "Ballad of Saint ice; and from there to their presorary writers club, Monday night.
bicamemlism was too expensive, Bar!bara,'' is the patron saint of ent resting place at Buriano, mous teacher who was then liv- Wilson will serve until a new
ing in Alexandria. !He sent back
showing actual figures aibout the artillerymen. Devotion to her Italy.
member is elected from the
exo:r.bitant 1cost of financing our •by artillerymen and soldiers in
The artists who have portray- one of his own disciples disguised freshman class shortly after the
Congressional department. The imminent danger of death has ed this saint . have 'been very as a physician who taught and semester examinations.
first speaker also deplored his existed for centuries in almost numerous. Among the most fa- baptized her.
The new patrons of the Tavancestors for "stealing" the Eng- all European countries, especial- mous of them are included RapHer father was then away on ern, Richard E. Doaley, Robert
lish idea of a two-house .gov- ly in Italy, France (where she is hael, Palma, Van Eyck, Luini, n jQ_urney but when he returned F .Groneman, Frank Duda, and
known as St. Barbe), and Ger- Domenicho, Ghirlandajo, Hol- and discovered that she had be- Wilson, who were initiated at the
ernment.
The first speaker of the nega- many. The French have even bein, Matteo de Siena, Cosimo come a Ohristian he became very September 27 meeting,· air· read
tive, Robert Inkrot, gave the his- given the name "Saint Bal'lbe" Roselli, Michael Coxis, Van Der incensed. He denounced her to their initial efforts to the memtorical ,background of our bi- to the powder magazines of their Goes, Pinturicchio, Rubens, Pie- the cruel Pro-consul Marcian bers.
cameral system, why it was in- modern warships.
tro Rosa, Brusasorci, and Maz- who had her tortured and beAfter the regular meeting,
cluded in the Constitution, and
T,he story of St. Baxibara has zuoli. Her history was frequent- headed. Dioscurus, who himself plans ·for the football game
the reason behind the !bicameral been related by many chronic- ly worked into the designs of ar- cut off her head with his own against the . staff of the Xavier
system, which is, as he pointed lers, but their tales contain so mor worn, by kJ:lights in the mid- hands, was annihilated by light- University News to be played
out, to give equal representation many discrepaneies that it is dif- dle ages.
ning and fire on his way home. tomorrow were discussed and the
to both the state and the peoiple. ficult to ascertain the true facts
The United States field artil- It is prdbalbly for this reason strategy was outlined by Vincent
The second speaker of the af- of her life and martyrdom.
lery has observed st._ Barbara's that St. Barbara is regarded as E. Smith, host of the Tavern and
She was born at Heliopolis, in day frequently in recent years. the ·patron saint in thunder- quarterback on the iMennaids.
(Continued on Page 8)

Philopedian
Stages Year's
First. Debate

\

Statements Booklovers Association,
Of X. U. Band Hold Annual Card Party
At Hotel Alms Ballroom
Explained

Fa th er Magee
Is Named To
Head Province

St. Barbara Of The Batteries Selected
As Patron Saint Of R. O.·T. C. Cadets

Mern1aid Tavern
Selects Drawer
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"Our Day" Again Tends To
Taxation Ever On Increase
In Home And Industry Revive The Modern Drama
Percentage Of Tax Lev·
ies Doubles In Some
Cases Over Pre-De·
pression Tax Figures.
BY l<'RANK L. LUKEN
Near the close of the eighteenth century Patrick Henry,
one of the greatest orators of our
country, staked his claim to immortality when he said, "Give
me liberty or give me death!"
The situation in America in
that day when our nation was
being moulded was one of deplorable oppression . The United
States was as yet in its infancy;
there was here no well-knit government' for the common good,
nor was there an industrial, nor
ev:en an agricultural independence. Thus it was that in the
heavy im.ports for which we were
forced to call we were exploited
greatly. Our colonial forefathers groaned under the burden of
excessive and unjust tax levies
place1d upon them by their 'mother-country'; there were great
murmurings of unrest and dissatisfaction throughout the land,
but not until Patrick Henry voiced aloud the national opinion did
Ameriga begin to strike ou( for
itsell.
Liberty And Life
"Give me liberty or give me
death" offers no alternativethere is no golden mean between
two such extremes. Liberty is
life; bondage is not simply a condition of subservient .oppression,
it is death.
Today, since the adoption of
the 16th amendment to the Constitution, the people of America
have become, like the Israelites
of old, a people of bondage, but
what is more to be deplored is
that they have become the· taxed
slaves of their own legislators.
There are taxes on this, taxes
on that, taxes so numerous that
if herein I should mention ·a few,
I might dwarf some other signiflcant levy. The listing of various taxes would form a sch'olarly work in itself. Let it suffice
therefore, simply to tell one to
place his finger on any object
nea:r around him and defy him
to say, "This article)s not or was
not at some time or other taxed."
The plight of the average
American man or woman is certainly a despica1ble one.
What
then ,is the lot of American business,· of the :inultiple public service industries throughout the
land, industries who spencf'great
time, effort-and, oh yes,-dollars, millions of them in order
to perfect commodities which increase public comfort.
Taxes And Earnings
A listing wnicn appears in the
Wall Street J'Ournal of April 12,
1937, showing the taxes paid by
nine leading American industries
points out that the total .taxes of
these concerns in 1929 were 25%
or $195,268,000 of earruings before taxes, whereas in 1006 there
was a 41 % taxation amounting
to $260,000,00(} on earnings some
$140,000,000 less than in 1929.
To bring the point closer to
home, to show how America as
a whole suffers from this uncalled for abomination, it can be
shown that in 1936 the average
tax per telephone in the American home was $8.36 or almost
double the 1929 tax of $4.47 per
phone. ·
And have we reached the peak
after these eight years of consistently increasing taxation?
Look yvu to the 1937 brain-child
of our legislators, the Social Security Act, and r.ealize that leading economists predict that with
it it 1bring an 81h % increase in
taxes. Look again to president
Roosev.elt's ultimatum to Congress just so.me seven weeks ago,
and learn that Congress must
cut expenses or else-?-why, in-

crease taxes, that's the answer!
Figures 'Often times are boring,
but in a case where the welfare
of the entire United States is at
stake, where the fate of future
Americans is on the block, figures are necessary and they bring
out strong points which otherwise would be snowed under by
political tricks and the perpetrators, the political magicians.
One large eastern electrical
corporation shows in its latest
annual report that their total tax
of $45,065,865 represented a tax
of $1,-049 per employee of that
company.
Taxation, taxation w i thou t
representatiion, that was the cry
of 1770; today this same evil
cries out for a champion, but
there is none. Instead the people stand by meekly and pitch
Sheckles into the coffers of unjust causes.
Where Taxes Are Spent
Oh, .but there are benefits-for
thus is .the F. H. P., the W. P. A.,
and the rest of the army enabled
to operate-by this means are
great humanitarian projects put

into effect! But is it humanitarian to make men such a fixed
unambitious leech that he bleeds
the taxpayer. Is it· humanitarian so to give social ease-every
kind of modern convenience, unknown even to some of the taxPB,yers..:_that indusir:y which is
trying ·to fight its way back to
the surface can neither get the
cooperation necessary for success, nor get willing, competent
men to work and earn and spend
and thereby resuscita~e business.
National Joke
In Russia, in Germany and in
Italy there are national jokes at
the expense of the government,
which jokes one dare not repeat
aloud. In America we too have
our national joke, it is our relief values, working now some
twenty months over,time. Are
we to wait until the condition
grows and grows and beoomes
so malignant that no one here
shall be allowed to repeat this
joke either? All America realizes the danger, but does all
America realize that the danger
traces its . beginning to unwarwanted Taxes!

Television Is More
Than A Vague Dream
Application Being Made
To Federal Commis·
sion For Approval Of
First Vision Transmit·
ter.
BY DON M. MIDDENDORF
At present the public seems to
have a vague notion of the practicality and possibility of television. Authorities on the sUJbject,
apparently think that television
as a domestic entertainment will
in the very near future be in
vogue. This fact is evidenced in
the present negotiations of one of
the largest broadcasting companies in New York.
1Recent report from the Metropolitan states that the Columbia
Broadcasting System has applied
to the Federal Commun~cations
Commission for permission to
construct one of the world's most
powerful combined television and
sound transmitters at the top of
the Chrysler Building in New
York City.
When fully modulated the proposed station will operate at a
peak of 30 kilowatts, which is
equal to that CJlf a transmitter
soon to ·be constructed on the
Eiffel Tower in Pa·ris and which
previously had been described
as the most powerful television
station on earth.
Flirting With Clouds
Because the transmitter, which
is to be located on the 74th floor
of the skyscraper, will operate
on a frequency somewhere between 42 and 56 megacyclesthat is a wave band which can
be picked up only as far as the
distance from the .antenna to the
horizon-it is expected that the
station will provide coverage
within a radius of approximately
40 miles over a total area of
about 4,800 square miles.
"Experiments conducted by
CBS engineers disclosed that the
height of the antenna was not
the only thing to be considered
despite the general impression to
that effect," Dr. P. C. Goldmark,
who is at the head af the television research department, explains. "The fact that most of
Manhattan's popufation is concentrated to the north of the
tower and that no higher buildings are located in that direction
was of prime importance in selecting the .site. 'l'his situation
indicates that the radio waves

will not :be broken up or refracted by the steel skeletons of other
skyscrapers and that therefore a
common fault of television-the
production of double ima.geswill be avoided."
New Station Built
This company is not a newcomer in the teleV'ision field,
Goldmark points out, but is
merely continuing e:xiperiments
which it started many years ago.
After the transmission of low
definition pictures over W2XAX
five years ago elaiborate research
was pushed by experts in this
country and abroad. 'Ilhe comparison of such e:xiperimental
work with that done by the British Broadcasting Corporation as
well as other radio organizations
here and aibroad led to findings
which make possible the construction of the new station.
Increased Frequency
As basis of comparison, engineers point out tha·t where the
maximum picture frequency CJlf
the old transmitter was only 40
kilocycles, the new one will be
modulated up to 2,500 kilocycles.
'I1his, they declare, will provide
sufficient detail on the images
received to make them comparable in fineness of detail to pictures projected by home motion
picture equipment.
All this may· seem to be a bit
statistical; but it is positive ev'i-·
dence that television is rapidly
progressing, and in its perfection
is coming nearer and nearer to
the reach of the average .family.

Nun's Canonization
ls Aim OJ Pamphlet
By Xavier Senior
A religious pamphlet entitled
"Julie: Exponent of Catholic Action," is being written by Vincent E. Smith, Xavier senior. It
is an account of Blessed Mother
Billiart, foundress of the Order
of Notre D,ame de Namur. Blessed Mother Billiart was beatified
in 1905 and at present is a candidate for canonization.
The
pamp'hlet is a story of Mother
Billiart's life and has accounts of
miracles worked through her intercession. This work will contain two prefaces written by two
well-knoWIIl apologists. The ibiogr.aphy will be · of some 7,500
words, will be published about
Decemlber 1, and will be distriJbuted iii five countries.

NEW PLAYS DIFFER
I

Drama To Be Restored
To Its Former High
Rank Must Be Patron·
ized By The Elite.
ALEX W. HECK
Once more "Modern Drama"
is approaching the stately' position once held by its predecessor
-the earlier tyipe o.f dramaduring the Middle Ages.
The
drama since the close of the
World War is gradually regaining its place of esteem in the
field of litera.ture. The World
War temporarily halted this "renaissance" which bE'!gan about
the year, 1890. The spark of this
form of Hter:ature was unc01Vered a!bout this year, after extreme
quiescence had marked the history of the drama during the
preceding century. Since the
war this spe.rk has grown to a
flame of zeal for the drama.
Of course, the quality of the
drama from that of the older
fo~m of drama has ehanged fundamentally. But i't is debatable
as to whether or not such a

change as this is a degradation.
This change includes: the stressing of thoughts rather than of
actions and the shortening of action, the use of prose for the
modern drama, the reflection of
social and industrial conditions
of modern life in the theme of
the drama, and the elimination
of soliloquies and rhetodcal
speeches. Parallelel with this
change, specially since the war,
also the moral level of the drama
has been lowered. This degradation, moreo.ver, may ibe traced
in pal'lticular to that novel feature of "refileelting condUions of
modern life in the theme of the
dram·a."
This blemish should not, however, tend to distract us from
the drama. On the contrary, the
sooner the "intelligentia" again
patronize the drama the sooner
this blemish will be erased. For
this blotch is trace'a'ble directly
to the pecuniary practice af :producing plays which cater to the
common element of society.

JULIUS A. LOHR, B. S. P.
THE FAVORITE DABBER
OF THE CAMPUS

3757

Montgomer~

Road

Two Barbers In Attendance.

DON'T FORGET
To Brinq Your Friends
And Join The Party Of

THE BOOKLOVERS CLUB
j.

Tomorrow Evening
8100 P. M.. At

Ballroom oi Hotel Alms
X-Providence Football Game
Results To Be Broadcast

JIMMY DORSEY
RADIO FAVORITE""

AND HIS ORCHESTRA
NIGHTLY AT SUPPER IN THE

*

Minimum check at supper cmJy
$1 ($2 on Saturdays and holidCI)'
eves).
Dinner dancinq nlghtlr
in the Reatauranl Contlnentale,

NETHERLAND -PLAZA
CINCINNATI
MAX SCHULMAN, Manager

NATIOMAL HOTEL MANAGEMENT COMPANY, INC.
V.ll'H HITZ, Pre1ldent
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Blockade Of
Mysteries Turn Out To
Be Miseries ·In Calculus P-arkway Remains

'

Campus Mystery

Perseverance Is Finally
Rewarded In Solving
Problems In Differen·
tiation.
BY JACK A. JONES
The mysteries - or more correctly ithe "miseries" of Calculus
are too often unjustly neglected
For what is more deserving of
consideration than that form of
Mathematics which has for the
last three or four centuries inflicted subtle torture upon the
most brilliant minds - some of
which nothing else could force
into submission-using for its sole
weapon a "misderived" Derivative of X, or a misplaced minus
sign.
Now a peculiar characteristic
of Calculus is its possession of a
dual nature. This consists in the
fact that on the one hand it is
perfect. For in solving its many
intricacies the slightest imperfection as that of calling a "Hypocycloid" a puny "Cardioid" viciously insults the respected honor of this prince in the Mathematical Domain and calls down
his royal chargin. No restitution,
short of tha.t of beginning all
over again, can appease the insulted dignity, gained into his
family, when some obscure ancestor was raisoo to the ethereal
power of "e" to the "n"th. To
show his great displeasure, he
employs his most efficient-lieutenants, those subtle variations
of the derivative of "X." These
able workers ramify the calculations to such an extent that even
a Liebnitz would turn .to a less
excruciating type of mental diversion.
Calculus Is Insincere
On the other hand, Calculus is
insincere. For its opening chapter is clothed with easy formulas derived through previous
branches of Mathematics. Why it
appears too simple .to be included
in the .college curricula! But look
further! Its second chapter is
entitled "Variables, Functions,
and Limits." Now this heading,
one finds on later investigation,

'

I

I.

I

·\
\

Organizations
On X. Schedule
.
T 0 Reorganize

i

Societies To Be Effec•
tl·ve This Year W1°th
Busy Season.
WHib the worriies and anxieties
of orienitation and reorientation

to be two-thirds true. For there
can be no doubt that there are
many different kinds of problems,
that there are sufficient functions,
but where is a "limit" to the toil
of Calculu.s?
Differential Differentiation
As the ambitious pursuers of
this study go further .and further
into its lofty realms, many of
which !remain unconquered or
rather "untried," as they pass
through the fourth and numerous
other dimensions, as they leave
the field of differentiation for that
of integration, as they step into
differential
then
t• 1 d.ff equations,
t· t•
d into
par ia
1 eren ia ion an
even
into multiple integrals, they find
that this science developed for a
practical purpose, that of :figuring "how fo get the most possible
wine in an average sized barrel,"
now :finds another practical purpose, that of figuring .out "the
least number of days that must
be spent in recuperating after
working several problems of
Calculus." '
•
Yet, despite these petty tribulations, we have learned to cherish Calculus, and the surprising
fact that sometimes the problems
do work out correctly, more than
compensates for these slight difficulties.

Publication Plans
Are Being Drawn
_
Up F. or Musketeer
Father Killacky Is To
Direct Activity.
WILL SELECT STAFF
Discussions And Plans
Are First Tasks Ahead.

Quick Action Of Xavier
Minute Men Halts Al·
leged "Repairs."
Who gave the order that closed Victory Parroway, main artery to Xavier Stadium, ~atur
day morning, a few hours before
the Kentucky game, with the
intention of keeping it closed
until 11 p. m.?
At a a. m., blockades went up
at GHbert Avenue, at Dana Avenue, and at the several streets
leading from Reading Road. Tarring equipment, gravel trucks,
road rollers, and a host of workmen immediately went into action, ostensibly putting a new
surface on thl'! Pariklway which
was apparently in excellent
shape the night before.
Friends of Xavier who happened to pass by sa;w the significance O'f the move and immediately telephoned to President Burns.
By 11 o'clock
Father Burns had reached both
Mayor Russell Wilson and City
Manager C. O. Sherrill and both
gave assurances that the road
would be cleared by 12 o'dock.
At the same ume another
"line of attack" was forming.
Mr. Ed Murray, father of Junior
Classman Tom Murray, had telephoned Mr. Jack Albrams, Council Candidate, and father of
Sophomore W·alter J . .kbrams,
who called the County Commissioners.
The co-operation of. Police
Chief Eugene T. Weatherly was
the final link in the chain and
shortly before noon a dozen mo~
torcycle police were on the s~ot
opening the Parkway and its
feeders. and ordering the removal of the equipment.
Xavier's friends opened the
Parkway. What the NEWIS would
Hke to know is "Who closed it?"
We think the answer to the
question would be interesting.

Student Counsellor ID;
Conferences Postponed
The absence of a prominent
man on the campus was almost
immediately noticed last week
1by the student body, when Rev.
Bernard Sellmeyer, S. J., left for
Good Samaritan Hospital, suffering from a mild attack of influenza. l!"ather Sellmeyer, who
arrived at Xavier this year, had
begun an ambitious schedule of
student conference~, when he
was forced to take temporary
leave.
It is quite probaible,
however, that Father Sellmeyer
will ,be back at his post when
this goes to press,' and evidence
of his energetic activities will
again be noted on the Student
Counsellor's bulletin board.

Nickel Rides Again;
This Time For A Nickel
h
Russ "Zip" Nic'ke l ' sop omore
football flash from Hamilton,
Ohio ·was counted on to help the
j\!Iusketeers in the clutches this
season on the gridiron, instead
he can be no help there b ecause
he's on the crutches. iNot only
was Russ lost to the team but
those nice trips to out of town
games were lost to Russ; well,
two thirds of them were anyway.
Russ was the lucky winner of the
all-exipense trip to Cleveland on
Novemlber 13, when Xavier
meets Baldwin-Wallace on the
latter"s field.
The trip was the big prize in
a raffle conducted on the campus by the "X" club, ~n order to
obtain financial security to.. conduct a Homecoming Dance of
caliber equal to the annual dance
held annually on this occasion
by the club. Frank Kucia, president of the clUJb announced that
the raffle was a success, his only
regret being that there were not
enough first prizes to go around.
Oh yes, Frank is so much sorrier aibout this than we are.
GOLD STANDARD
She had a heart of gold, but
we're off that standard.~Indiana
Daily.
'
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Practice To Be
First Occupation
Of Chess Club
Failures Of Last Year
Led To Decision To
Prepare For Matches.
Mter a not too successful campaign last year, the Xavier Chess
Club will this year follow a new
plam of action. Due to a poor
showing last year the club members will devote their time in
the first semester to recruiting
new players and extensive practice.
There have been no matches
scheduled for the immediate future but regular meetings will he
held fr.om time to time. A tournament will <be conducted among
the student body to determine a
chiampion team.
The members of this year's
chess club will be instructed in
the fine arts O'f the game by Mr.
SlalV'ador Bonilla-Sosa, professor
O'f Spainish at Xavier. Mr. Bonilla-Sosa is an ardent chess fan
and an e:icpel't orf known merit.
The teaim of 1938 hopes to
avenge many O'f the defeats of
l!ast year.
The personnel of the team will
include: John J. iB:ruder, Raymond J. Wilson, Donald M. Middendotf, Edw.ard J. Kennedy, Jr.
Besides these men, who are
r.eturning from last year, other
players who can prove their
ability will be chosen. The loss,
howev,er, of Thomas J. Hogan,
and Leonard C. Gartner, players
of four years inter>ci<>llegiaite
,chess competHion, will be a hard
blow to the chanrces of the team.
:Competitive matches for the
team wiH begin a:s soon as the
personnel af the team can be
determined.

-------------~

•:·-·----

JULIUS A. LOHR, B. S. P.
THE FAVORITE BABBEB
OF THE OAlllPUS

3757 Montgomery

~ad

XERVAO

Bc"1p Wld Hair Treatment•

. Although the first semester has
just begun, there is a movement
under wtay toward the pwblioation of tihe 1938 Mrusketeer.
The annual comes under the
111ame o.f "student pu:blications"
and as such is an activity outside
the school curriculum. A student committee will be organized
into a staff to publish the book.
Fr. Uriban H. Killacky, director
of Xavier publications, is directing this activity.
,
At present the work being
done consists of selection of a
student €ditor and staff and discussion of prdblems and questions per.taining to the annual.
Dast year's annua1 must b e considered, its good points and possilble improvements discussed.
The planning and technical work
can then be considerro.
There can be no definite ac.tion on the composition of the
annual because the material for
the book lies in the future ac_
tivities Of this year.

safely laid aside with the comf
pletion of the finst week o
school, many campus organizations are now preparing to begin
a strenuous year of activity.
Several CLubs have already
begun activities, notably the The Mermaid Tavern
Mermaid Tavern and the PhiloBoards, First Half
pedfan Debalting Society, but
most of the others will begin
operations within the next week. Oct. IL-Haggards' Highday.
Am o n g t h e organizations
which will launch their pro- Oct. 18-Sorels' Highday.
grams soon are the Dante C1ub, Oct. 25-All Hallows Tavern.
student lecture group; the Chess
Club, headed by President Alex Nov. S-So1·es' Highday.
Griswold; <the Clef Clulb, choral Nov. 15-Martinmas High.day.
singing ensemble; the Heidelberg Club, German literature Nov. 29-Thanksgiving Highstudy organization; and both
day. (All-Patron)
the Senior and Junior Sodalities
Dec. 6-St. Nicholas Tavern.
The officers of many studenlt
organizations said that they - Dec. 13-Childermas Highday.
were considering plans by which Dec. 20-Cherub Highday.
they hope to make their respec- Dec. 27-Christmas Tavern.
tive societies more effective and
(All-Patron)
almost unanimously agreed that
a great year is In store. Many Jan. 3-Twelfth Night Tavern
e~essed pieasure in the large
Jan. lO-Eyas Highday.
freshman .. enrollment, decladng
that they expected much valu- Jan. 17-Honoraries Highday.
able new materlal.

THERE ARE ALL KINDS OF PIPES, BUT ONLY

ONE PRING ALBERT. P.A. HAS THE BITE
PROCESSED OUT-THE COOL,EVEN-BURNING
CRIMP CUT PROCESSED IN. AND JUST
TASTE P.A:s FULL RICH BODY
SMOKE 20 FRAGRANT PIPEFULS of Prince Albert. If you
don't find it tho n1elloweat, ta1tieat pipe tobacco you
ever emoked, return the pocket tin with the reat of
the tobacco in it to ua at any time within a month
from this date, and we will refund full purchaae price,
plus posta11e. (Sl•n•dl R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co.
Winaton-Salem, N'orth Carolina

pipefuls of fragrant tobacco in
every 2-oz. tin of Prince Albert
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a worthwhile representation. The present total is due largely to the efforts of
several students who canvassed the campus in search of any and all who could or
would play a musical instrument. Their
results speak ior their efforts and we
need not here attempt to praise them.
& the band is now we are proud CYf it
and of the individual men who .compose
it, ibut lest ·we ibe too easily satisfied too
quickly we urge every student on the
campus not already in the band who is
so fortunate as to be able to play a musical instrument to join the iband; we
know of several such men, who as they
now stand should ibe ·classed as shirkers,
registering a mintis school spirit.
It
would be more than worth their while to
display their talent in puiblic.

YOU SAID IT
BY JOHN FOGARTY
NOW THAT ALL THE moNS in the
fire have been examined, it's safe to
get under way, at least as safe as can be
expected. Right off we have an example of the benefit to be derived from the
study of economics. Bob Lampe, a minor league Don Juan, ·furnishes the example.
It seems that 'ol Bobby took
Jeanette to the pep rally but permitted
some unknown quality to squire her to
the Restaurant Continentale the following night.
Thereby losing very little
sleep and keeping his capital practically
intact.
Time marches on note:
Four
years ago Joe Bosse, K. U. left tackle, was
blocking for Nick Weiler, last Saturday
he was laying for him.
Heck hath no
fury like a Linz called 'Snatch'.
The
Freshman-Sophomore mixer turned out
to be a combination of 1850 style football
and a blood purge.
After this event
Conry, Abrams, et al., went down to the
Wonder Bar where they really mix it.
It's gotten so that we can't make a crack
about the band.
If athletes were built
in proportion to their abilities, Paul 'Rip'
Sheetz wouldn't ,be able to get into school
without stooping. Dalton, Big Apple-ing
it at the Plaza Saturday-you're the cutest
thing Frankie!
Looking over the first
division pitchers we find Keller, the Jeep,
Shutting ev.~ryibody out in the Charlene
league, out Hartwell way.
We imagine
one must have to be a trail-:blazer to 'keep
a date out in that country. The boys in
the press-:box tell of the inebriate (drunk
to you) who wandered in there during
the Ky. game and wanted to know since
when the roof was built over the stands.
The boy thought "Wings Over Europe"
was a play dealing with ibird life.
The
lads turned out in large numbers for the
opening of "The Topper". Cummins and
MacEvoy there too - nah, they <lidn't
have dates. Although it's .predicted that
Mac shall start out Helen's way pretty
soon.

CHOOSING RING
COMMITTEES
IS ISSUE

fOR SEVERAL years past accusations
have been ringing in the ears of the
respective junior dass presidents and the
Subscription: Per Year $1.50
men whom they choose to serve on the
ring committee.
That these accusations
19!n
Member
19'1
should 1be directed io these same groups
S:Usociated Colle5iale Press
of men year after year and that these
men should have to bear them as though
individually 'at fault is at least in part
unjust.
·Each year it is the dubious privilege
of the junior class president to appoint
four or five members of the class to act
----x---on the class-ring committee, whose functhe spirit of ltaviertion it is to transact the business of
ti
E<lltor'e
Note:-The
following
letter
wns
re·
Member: Jesuit Col Iego N ewspapcr A eeoc I8 on, cclved by the edltol'. Although not to be tnken
measurement, collection and delivery,
Nntlonnl C'ollege Press Aseoclntlon, Ohio College ns nn expression of this pnper's policy, It Is the
Newspnper Aesoelntlon.
opinion of the editor thnt It sufl'lclently concerns
which the jeweler is unable to do bethe atudcnt to· wnrrnnt Its ll•ppenrance here.
ltl:PAllSIENTBD PDR NATIONAL. ADV&RTl&INQ DY
cause of the difficulty in meeting the inBELIEVE that the underlying spirit
National Advertising Service, Inc.
dividual student. For the trouble which
Co/kt• Publl•~ws R•~r1.,ntall1>•
of
Xavier is optimism.
We ·believe
these men meet in their duties they are
420 MADISON AVE.
NEW YORI<, N. Y.
in candor. Frankness is a virtue. The
supplied rings absolutely free. The cusCHICAGO .. BOSTON • LOS ARGELll • SAN FRANCISCO
"blues" singer may have a .place but the
tomary price of the rings is slightly in
excess of seventeen dollars, tax included;
Editor .................... EDWARD J. KENNEDY, JR. campus is not its shelter.
All this apropos of .the somewhat disthe remuneration for the irouble, then,
Duslneee lllnnnger ........ ROGER J. lllcDERMOTT
heartening view of our football coach as
is more than worth while, and, as has
ROBERT CUMJ\IINS
Mannglng Editors { CHARLES L. 1\IeEVOY
been remarked not too jocularly in the
DONALD 111. l\IIDDENDORF reported in the first issue of the Xavier
past, might tempt one to buy his way
University
News.
JAOU. A. JONES
News Editors ..... RAYMOND J. WILSON, JR.
The interview as given to our reporter
onto the committee for a reasonaible price,
JACK E. FOGARTY
still offering a reasonable saving.
indicated a loss of nine games, a poss1ble
Fent11re Editors • { JAl\IES J, HAUSMAN
Last year this newspaper made an eswinning of the opening game, generally
CLARENCE F. HOLLEY
pecial effort to correct this flaw, having
Sports Editor .................. ALBERT A. STEPHAN recognized as a 1breeze, by one touchdeferred its action, however, until after
FRANK L. LUKEN
down. Of course, one can hardly expect
CJopy Editors .. ,.. ELMER J, GBUBEB
the ring committee had ibeen in operation
the coach to ,go on record as iprophesying
JOHN J. BRUDER
in order that there might not be any recontinued
streak
of
victories,
hut
the
a
ALEXANDER W. HEOK
l\IEI,VIN TEPE
flection
upon individuals.
An appeal
student
body
has
a
right
to
expect
a
fair
Aeelstnnt11o ............. PAUL BECIKl\lAN
was made to the Student Council, that
I.EN O. DONLIN
appraisal of the team's prospects.
The
l'AUL J, GEERS
they make provisions to hold an election
loss of a few men through early seaso·n
in the junior class, that the ring commitinjuries were also pictured a51 another
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tee might be chosen iby vote, each memreason for disaster.
ber of the class to be ·given an equal opThe facts are that the team's prospects
portunity to place on the committee, that
are far better than pictured. More mabanding togetherno ·charges of friendship or partiality
terial at hand than :for several seasons
~IDAY AFTERNOON :forty-four footmight be made with even an inkling of
C
past, and much very good material it is,
lball stalwarts from the University of and it appears the Musketeers should
jusUfication.
· Kentucky alighted from their chartered have a good season.
Despite clamor for action last year
bus at Xavier Stadium preparatory to
We do not 1believe that crepe hanging
nothing was effected in the line of rewarm-up exercises in order that they tends to enthusiasm, or that Gil Dobieism
form.
The Student C-0uncil, usually
When winter snows are on us,
might loosen up the kinks of travel and lends itself to a betterment of morale, and
looking for new fields to conquer, new
And
hail
does
on
us
beat,
also to become :familiar with the terrain.
vents for their enthusiasm, Ignored the
that lack of morale, not only affe:ots the
It's really very trying
Xavier's new thirty piece iband was prac- student body ibut also the players themsituation.
To ride a rumble seat .
. ticing both for harmony and for forma- selves.
This year the appointment of a ring
· Then there was the fellow who went committee has been made a little premation within the stadium as these gentled
th
We believe in a more accurate apprais- out for football at U. C.
.
She was only turely, in that the usual custom is to wait
men f rom th e S ou th 1mgere near
e 1 f f ts
Field. House befor~ do1:mTng their football a ;hya~ot .give the student ibody some- a coast guard's daughter, but oh 1buoy! until the Thanksgiving season, giving
regaha. The University of Kentucky, as· thing to encourage them in their hopes There's a story •going a:bout that 0. L. C. ample time to complete negotiations and
is planning another of those informal to procure the rings by Christmas.
most of us know, boasts "the finest iband :f r a i'n,ni'ng Xa · r ·te ?
· D' · ,, h' h 15
·
d
__,,
o
w
vie
am.
dances
and that several X men shall be
m
ixie, w ic . ma e :1Ji> vJ. some one
After all it is the student bod that
Aibove in this editorial it was mentioned
asked to attend-if not drafted.
Trame
hundred and thirty musicians when at
,
.
, Y
:ii ll t
th Th th
h
b
makes it poss1ble to have a football team rides over that way at noon every now that the class president and his commitu s reng ·
us ere may ave ee.n and coaches.
Destroy the ·interest by
teemen suffer the brunt of such as this,
some reason or excuse fo~ the uncom~h- picturing gloomy prospects and the inter- and then just to see that everything is at least partly unjustly.
mentary ;emarks concerning our budding est of those with whom they come into getting along all right; her name is Jane
It would seem that if the Student CounJohn 'Bulk' Stermer d1pp'ing
band which the gentlemen were pleased
t . t th · d d
l t'
d f · d Howard.
'll
d rt k h
t con ac , e1r a s, re a ives an
rien s, and gliding (heh, heh) ·with a blonde last cil ·consistently refuses to take action in
t
k
o ma e, nor w1 we un e a e . ere o is also destroyed.
this issue that the more progressive apchallenge these
remarks on the
Reg ar dless of th e coac h es views, it is Sat.; whither the raven tressed Jean- pointees would refuse their position and
.
. strength
of the Fnday afternoon. session.· But our opinion that this will be a successful and what's more important, where is your ask for a more fair method of choosing,
pin 'Bulk"?
They say that 'Junior' De- that .the more .progressive class president
one of . the men, that particular
·
All signs
·
.
. :footballer
... f ootiib a 11 season f or x av1er.
who did no~ endear himself m a~y other point that way. iLet us not suffer a spirit Courcy pens a smooth epistle to Eliza- would conduct his own election, indepenHolding out on dent of the Student Council.
way to Xavier hearts on the
ensumg
day, lJJ.
__,, d e f ea t'ism w hi ch 1ead s t o nowh ere beth in Indianapolis.
•
•
the
.boys,
eh-why
didn't
you tell us you
and whose numiber would
md1cate
that
he
h"
·h
't
b
-·"'
t'
f
'
In the past, in the face of these diffi.
, .
w tc canno 1 e pruuuc ive o success. could write?
A prof's dilemma: To B culties class presidents have had the grace
challenges
lady
luck
m
gnd1ron
matters,
R
th
ib
·
ib
d
"th
·
·
't
f
x
·
. .
.
a er e ·1m ue w1 a spin o
av1er or not to B. MacEwen is now definitely
msJSted. that our 1band was ipra1seworthy;
. 't of opt'ImISm..
.
L e t us v1s1on
· ·
to distribute their appointments equally ·
.
.
-a spin
for, said he, the enrol1ment is not particd
t f .. 1
d
t finished making trips to College Hill and
· t
h'
success an no a1 ure, v1c ory an no spends his time between Jane Ann and among the various departments or vari,
ularly large, nor 1s there anyt mg par- defeat.
"O t' · t' "
ous courses in the university.
In -0ther
ticularly conducive to ibecoming a band
P imis ic
a milkmaid from Vincennes. Paul Beck- words, one committeeman each was alman, another .boy who struck out, is again lotted to the Ph. B., A. B., B. S. C., and
member save school spirit, no especial in- ominous
x
ducements being made to musicians as is
signs(after two years) wearing his high school other 1branches of the school.
the case in the larger schools, induce- THE GRiEATEST MARK !JEFT iby the ring. Tsk, tsk, these Theta Phi Alpha
At the present time, however, a most
ments which often attain the level of
depression as America embarks upon gals! Well, outside of Jack Bruder try- lamentaible fact is recognized in that
subsidization (upon which we do not a new era of destiny has been the partial ing to ,break into the line-up with Betty four-fifths of the group has been chosen
intend to look with disda.in).
evolution of our middle-class into a high~ Lee, the dope bucket is about drained- from one course, the same course which
From the doldrums into which the iband er or lower social stratum. & a direct except that Fred Droge has been given an the class president pursues, and furthersank at the beginning of the school year, result of the wholesale exchange CYf unconditional release out Gottschalk way. more that the president has seen fit to
which found less than a dozen loyals an- wealth almost a decade ago, a great area
nominate himself as a member of the
swering the call, the Xavier University of the bourgeoisie was reduced to the the two, almost undefinably, comes the committee whose mem'bers receive a free
Band has grown until its membership level of labor. In the same hand-over bourgeoisie. This latter group in Amer- ring for their trouble,- and rightly so,
hovers near the thirty mark. With thir- of money, a favored hut small minority ica has ·kept the contest between Capital were the committee properly selected.
ty in the band we were able to merit the of the middle-class 'was able to merge and Labor at a minimum in contrast to
This, then, is not deferred action. Naw,
admiration of an uninterested party. with Capital.
the armed strife it reached in four major before it is too late, before the adoption
There are, · however, an o·verwhelming
The solidarity of the middle-class is a nations of Europe.
In countries where of a new course will delay proceedings
numlber of interested parties as was precise index of the solidarity of the na- the middle-class has vanished, there are seriously, we appeal to the Student Counevinced iby the several inquiries made for tion, and hence the erosion of this sta- only the very rich and the very poor. cil to resolve upon some plan more just
the ·band at the Transylvania game, in- bilizing group may well cause alarm. Both are potent and almost constantly at and more equitbale in this annual matterestetl persons including the entire stu- America, dominated :by middle-classdom, ·odds.
ter.
dent !body and the fans who are weekly has survived .great depressio.ns without
It is unfortunate that the members of
One of the strongest bulwarks against
attendants at the football games. .
drastic social changes.
Thus also has collectivization of property is such a the committee themselves must consistThe iband is an integral part of a \'.foot- the absence of a strong middle-class in widespread distribution of ownership ently ibe the 1goat. Actually, the Student
ball game, supplying the pre- game music, Europe resulted in great so'Cial ferment that to socialize it would be a practical Council and the class president are the
and the intermission entertainment, and and in some cases in armed fratricidal impossibi.lity. But the depression, in goats; let us quit kidding ourselves.
all during the game striking resounding revolution.
i.Rather than let this defect ibe an anthe partial divestment of the middlenotes :from time to time idicating the
Middle-class, as its name implies, is class, centralized property to a great ex- nual ,blot on the escutcheon it is fitting
pulse of the fans' enthusiasm.
somewhat of a relative term. At the ex- tent.
And centralization of property is that the present committee acquiesce in
Fully regaled in the official R.O.T.C. tremes in society lie the rich men and the parent of a highly centralized <form favor <Yf hono1· and student opinion so
uniform our band of thirty now presents the poor men, and somewhere 'between of government.
-V. E. S.
justly peeved.
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proof of their

Strictly
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Speaking

WHILE DIALING
ELMER

given right to religious :worship
faces denial? And why should
not that same group uphold a
cause which permits freedom of
worship? The ministers of religion, who apparently favor
atheism and irreligion, terminate
with the customary emotional
effusions about "the precious
heritage of the American people." 'I1hat heritage is democracy with its emphasis on the social contract, and it is certainly
not characteristic of American
demO<!racy to be elected to an
office by the will of the people
and then repudiate the will of
the people by denying the Constitution which represents it.
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Poise and self control are
D·u e to the overwhelming
marks of the educated man; and
(over-whelming in their aibsence)
the man who wishes to control,
By
number of votes cast in the
who aspires to leadership, which
VINCENT E. SMITH
spo1lts announcer poll, the bal- Ring Committee Signs is the objective of all study and
loting will be left open throughC
W
education, must first discipline
T IS WITH much amusement
out Monday. Come· on, fellows!
ontract ith Reading himseld'. He must ·be able to
that we read in The Post of an
Whom do you like as your sports
Road Firm.
preserve an objective and imparopen letter signed by ministers
announcer? It will take only a
tial mind in situations which
of religion attacking the Spanish
second' to cast you vote-in the
would provoke lesser men to viclergy's stand against atheism in
lobby of the Ubrary Building.
The Junior Rings for the grad- olent emotional displays. Indeed,
Spain. This opposition to irre* * *
uating class of 39 will be pro- he must do more than remain
ligi-0n is characterized as "alarmMore .programs should follow cured this year at Dorst Jewelry objective; he must be willing to
ing" by the letter which is writthe Grape Nuts show in substi- Manufacturers at 2100 Reading suibmit to insults and reverses
ten over the signatures of "150
tuting for vacationing stars. On Road, Leonard .C. Donlin, treas- when he is convinced that they
clergymen, religious editors, and
each of the next four Mondays urer af a committee of five an- are unjust. He weighs the adeducators." (Just as if these
(8:00 p: m., NBC, over W'LW) nounced today.
vantages and disadvantages of
hare~brains five thousand miles
while George Burns and Gracie
The rings for this class, will be response to degl'adations, and his
away should ·be more acquainted
* * *
Allen are vacationing, four dif- made of ten carat gold surmount- final action is dependent upon
with the facts of the Spanish ~VER propagandists have ferent top-rank performers who ed lby an oval sapphire. On eith- the amount of real good it will
war than the Spanish bishops "" disguised the real issue of have their own weekly shows er side of this setting will be a do himself or the principles !for
who recently puiblished the open the Spanish civil war. '!1he strug- will be .presented. On October large engraved "X." In addition which he stands. In all ·cases in
letter to the world.)
gle. is not between democracy 11, Bob •Burns and his 'lbazooka" on one side will be. inscribed the which there is likely to ibe no
"When they (the Spanish and dictatorship as the 150 re- will1be heard; on October 18, Phil coat of arms of Xavier Univer- lasting good resulting from declergy) voice their beliefs in an ligious leaders believe·, in gov- Baker,· Eddie Cantor will take SI··ty, ,w h'l
· be such
cisiveaction.
action he reirains from
1 e on th e ot h er will
'
official appeal for world~wide ernment, it is a struggle between over the show October 25; and engraved the graduate degree of
support, they raise questions of dictatorships. But the real clash the vacation series will close No- the individual. Finally, the date
While it must be admitted that
grave import in every democrat-. is much more deep-seated and vember 1, with Al Jolson and of the found,ation of the Univer- a football game does not have
ic country," the letter declared. fundamental. At the bottom of Ruby Keeler.
sity on one side will be offset on much 'bearing .upon life or iprinAre the ministers attempting to it all lies the struggle between
* * *
the other by the year 00 the ciple beyond the confines of the
say that democracy is opposed Christ, Whom the Franco troops
F-0r football fans. r recom- owner's graduation.
college 'campus, no one will deny
by clergy of a Church .whose defend, and the anti-'Christ, ir- mend the Eddie :Oooley-iPaul
The committeemen who ob- that it is an activity in which
principles originatetl modern de- religion, represented by the so- Douglas show on Thursdays and t · d th
·
t
the students participate, and
ame
e rmg con
racts Clare:
· called Loyalis' ts.
mocracy an d w h ose concern m
Saturdays at 6:30 p. m., over Ralph
Kohlhoff
Junior
ss which 1's l1'k~Iy
"' to i'nd1"cate to the
the present day is the protection
OBS 10' II
th
h WKiRC p
'd
'
a
more observing spectator just
'b .
. h l' •
•
, '
ca Y
roug
. res1 ent and Chairman; Leon- how studi'ous they really are, and
of the Imman l 1 erties whic ie · · - · - - - - - - · - - - · - · · · Predictions of Saturday's big ard c Donlin John Patton John
at the root of democracy?
Do
Th
d
d th
·
'
'
how far they have traversed the
they mean to classify the soOU
;~:;:: ~~d re~~.;; :fn thos: Galvin and William Walsh.
road leading to the object of
called Loyalists as democrats?
games on Saturday are higbfjghts
their studies-.poise. :Irf there
Do they mean to say that Russia
BY
of the program. As an added at- •!•..'""""'"·~·---·--""""''""""""'""""""""'-"""'--··••!• were any in the stands last Satwould aid in money and in men
traction, leading football coaches
urday rwho were more than mere
a government that .would chamJll\f HAUSMAN
and authorities are presented as
on-lookers, rwho were in any way
pion democracy and its liberty to · · · - · - · - - - - - - - - · · · guests from time to time.
gifted with, or rwho had acquired,
the terdble 'lbourgeois?"
And •
.
.
•
a manner of critical observation,
in regard to the "questions of Dear J.1m:
.
* * '~
in their estimation, Xavier Unigrave import," shouldn't every
When ~erb Heekin w.orked at
For the best radio night, this .,.,,_,.._,_..,_, _ _...,,.,_... versity must have dropped no
democratic nation be interested the Heekm Oan Co., his father commentator nominates Sunday.
MEETING IN MUNICH
small distance. And the students
in the right to worship a super- could have fir~tl him. 'Yhat I Try to beat this combination:
of that institution have every
natural God as opposed to a want to know. is: If Heek1? Can R5:00 Ip. dm., "Silver Theatre" ,wi.th
Mussolini and Hitler have met reason to hang their heads in
.
can ·.u
iUe""-'n
get fosa
5:3(} p. m., 'Hits
. to avert war and bring shame. Boo1'ng offic1'als or "'
~p··
cause w h.ose Commumsm
op.pas- can Aan
"'
.Heekin
?
'
czu
th in WRussell·,
k"
J
agam
es the supernatural and whose another JOb.
po
e
e e-O ; 6 :00
T' PR· m., ode peace to Europe through Musso- ponents, is certainly ~he most
6 :3 p. m., im yan an 1· .,
·1·
·
h
·
d
!L
Ois
enner;
·puerile
action
that
nny
crowd
rtu itary campaign as conSJste
·
·
I
N""-l tt 7 00 J k B
mis four-ipower pact.
The
a
· b urnmg
·
Answer·· He can ··
rene
· iac
enny
largely m
Churc h es an d
J
tvu ,.e... · ;D : ld
Ph'l
treaty, aimed at Soviet Russia, could poss1"bly engage 1·n. ...Tt 1's
1
7
0
* * *
or k ane m.iac ona D ; Am
:3
•
.
·
kil1mg
priests
an d nuns? c ou Id
B
h
in particular,
would unite Ger- about as befitting a college 11."oot· h cI ergy favor a gov- Her eyes were soft and n1·""'e and Eda er,· B8 :00 P· m.,
ec e, . many, ...1.taly, F ranee, and Great 1ball crowd as bn'by-tal'k.
Whi'le
t h e Spams
d Chon 1· M
"' ernment which would repudiate
brown;
gar ergen an
ar ey ac- Britain.
it is true that the referee may
all their privileges as ~ergy and They looked at me and then earthy; ~d ~:00 Ph m., Tyrone
.Since .the trwo dictators last have missed some of the close
ask them to submit to atheism?
looked down.
Power.
ot *a~ e*?
met in 1934 Germaniie-Italo relia- ones, and certain players of the
Or should they support a cause Her nose was fine and very
tions have co.oled only to be en- enemy were a little too quick to
which has promised freedom of
straigh,t;
Xavier students are "going ra- flamed by their joint fight to douJble their fists, that was no
worship, and given every reason- She must have -had a perfect dio." Yes sir, 250 of them were stave off Communism and their excuse for the wholesale jeering
aible assurance of signing a conweight. .
heard over WiClPO last Friday interest in the Spanish conflict. which was the unfortunate realdordat with the Vatican?
Her legs were long and thin and night during our gigantic pep They will discuss a number of ity. One must assume that the
The United Press writer pararound;
rally. The cheers were par ex- other issues, notably the Ger- officials who have been chosen
phrases part oif the letter as fol- She was a perfect beagle hound. cellence, boys, but the school man-Catholic position.
for the contest ·will, to the /best
lows: "It (the letter) asked
* * *
song was slightly off key, to put
Der Fuhrer migh't take a les- of their ability, remain imparwhether the policy of supporting
Oongratulations to:
it mi'ldly. But everyone is aware son fr.om Mussolini who wisely tial and ·call them as they see
an armed uprising against a le"Wh:~"! Hope" Howe, the next that your throats were parched signed a Concordat with the them. We :believe that such is
gal government was to be the Louis challenger.
by that time, so don't let it wor- Vatican, insuring Catholic rtaly a1ways the case; to iboo an offiChurch's .policy in other demo"Triple Threat" Kucia, who ry you. After all, it was the the right to freedom ·of worship. cial is a manifestation of doubt
cratic countries and whether threatened three times to tee off spirit of the thing.
Too, he might reflect on Ger- in his integrity, which in considAmerican Catholics approve of on one of the kantankoerous
* * *
man hlstory and ponder Bis- eration of the care with which
the Church's stand."
Kentuckians.
Why must we have two excel- marck's futile attem;pt to stamp the referee and his staff are chosThis paragraph contains an anWhitey Walsh, for some great lent programs like The Jello Pro- out the Catholic faith anil. his en 1by !both teams, is unwarrantcient logical pitfall. Prescinding iblocking.
gram and Vicks Open House subsequent recognition 00: his ed and useless.
for a moment from the content
Fred Nebel, for 2,73'l tackles. competing with each other? The need of Ca·tholic support. BisThe vocal exipression of dis. of the Spanish clergy's letter, we
Father Usher and his lband.
sponsors, of course, are laboring marck was fighting socialism; pleasure at an opposing player's
do not admit that the opinion of
The man behind me, for the under the iHusion that the peo- Hitler fights Communism.
The actions is equally as foolish: if
a group of bishops in one nation strongest set of lungs that ever ple who listen to Jack Benny Church fights both. History re- one assumes that most players
would constitute the "Church's split an ear drum.
aren't interested in Janet Mac- peats.
try to play fairly-and most of
policy." But that's typical of the
The boys who got X and seven Donald. if they really made inthem do-it is definitely unfuir
quack logic employed to vilify pts. ("pts." meaning points, not quiry, I believe they'd find they
to jeer his momentary loss of his
the Church.
pints.)
are quite mistaken.
se1f control in the heat of ibattle
* *
.
T-0tal ignorance of the facts
* * *
and 1b od1ly
contact, which footcan be seen in the reference to
According to one of Al StephAfter 265 consecutive . weeks
ball entails.
the Madrid government as "le- an's prize headlines of the Tran- on the air, the Maxwell House
Besides being unfair to the
gal." In 1936 thr. present gov- sy ·game the sophomores must Showboat will leave the air in
men involved, 1booing has few, if
ernment repudiated the Consti- have ibeen drenched completely: November. May,be it was realany, good effects and a multitude
tution of 1931 on which it was "Heavy D 0 w n P 0 u r Persists ized only too late that Lanny
of bad ones. It is generally ig0
elected and thereby became "il- ~~~ tiii~~~~r:~.~re Game; Sophs Ross was a necessity. The pro- Opening Lectures Are nored by the officials and has,
legal." Nor has the Church giv* * *
gram will be replaced by the
consequently no influe111ee upon
en any support to Franco. It has
MGM Studio Air Show.
i\.lready Slated, Says their future rulings. Jts effect
merely recognized that his cause
Three of the most important
* * *
upon the iplayers is exa-ctly the
Bus1"ness Manager •
is more worth Y than tjlat of the games of the week were called
WLW is still living up to its
opposite of what it is meant to
II d L
r ts 'th h
d off: the Model's, the Bengals',
so-ca e
oya is w1 t e go - and the Mermaid Tavern's.
cognomen, "Oradle of the Stars."
have. One player loses his temlessness and irreligion which the
* * ,.•
Th e mos t recen t s t ar f rom th e
Mem>bers of the Dante Club per and the crowd i'n a di<:rnlay
~,...
ministers of religion apparently
cradle is Tommy Riggs, currentof very poor judgment immedi"'pport.
Certain
gents
scheduled
to
hit
assem'bled
briefly
Tuesday
mornt
"
'd
,,
h'
f
.
H
s ....
the trai'l for R. r. h·ave been ly featured with Rudy Vallee. mg
.
. t t'ime a e1y b ri es
im or· it.
e ibnot
to select a convemen
* * *
practicing· a new school song to Tommy's real bid to fame is his for their meetings.
on 1Y.' .etcotmes moretbincetnsed 1 ut
'CERII'AlNiLY," continues the be inaugurated at the Providence cute little Betty Lou, a product
prec1p1 a es an ou urs of unThe Club is preparing
for a1 sportsmanlike conduct on the
a rticle, "the h'ierarch Y can panic. Without the special per- of h1's vo1'ce and i'mag1'nat1'on.
h
. sympa thY mission of the owners, r give you He's really good i'n both parts. very active season,·
part <YI other players who have
h ar dl Y exp ec t t o g am
d
hwitd I severa
d
their temh ere e1'th er f or 1'tself or f or the this song gratis (which is pretty Inc1'dentally, i't i's rumored that lectures alrea Y sc e u e· ' d ac- un
.,... to this time k"""t
~,...
Tommy rwi'll 3'oi'n the Chase and cording to Donald M. Mid en- pers well under control.
Catholic reli·g1·on w1'th a d ec1ara- cheap):
dorf, business manager.
We would Ii·ke here and now
ti on th a·t t rea t s w1'th con t emp t We're the boys from dear old SanJborn Hour and that Be•·ty
"
principles that ·are the precious
Xavier,
and Charlie MacCarthy will be
The memlbership of the Dante to make ·a public apology in the
heritage of the American peo- Noted for our good behavior.
"that way" about each other. -· Clwb has not yet reached its name of Xavier University for
ple."
Though we look like mental
* * *
quota, since competitive audi- the condud of her students last
We repeat that the bi.shops of
wrecks,
We'll probably be hearing tions for student aspirants have Saturday at the game, and to
a nation cannot make an official We're the boys from dear old x. J-E-L-L-0 for a long time to not been completed.
declare to those who were dispronouncement for the universal Hey! (or even) Hey! Hey!
come. The sponsors of the Jello
gusted by their unintelligent acChurch, so that whether the
*
*
Program just announced the
The plowman carinot home- tions that such tactics will in the
clergy's letter were true or comSome gentlemen obviously be- purchase of their 7:00 p. m., spot ward plod his weary way unless future !be left in the provin<:e o!
pletely f-alse would not affect in Jieve that a Big Apple a day on Sundays for 144 hours; that the weatherman turns off the grammar-schools where they beany way the truth of Catholic keeps the doctor away.
means until the middle of 1940. moisture.-Indiana Dally.
long.
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Would you believe it: It
didn't rain a drop Saturday
on the Kentucky game and
still Kentucky . won. The
fates are cruel~but on to
Providence!
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Would you believe it:
Vince Smith almost lost his
voice shouting through the
wrong end of the press box
phone Saturday.
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Xavier Eleven Travels To Providence Friday
First Invasion Of East
In Over Decade; Team
To Be Outweighed By
Friars.
Xavier!s Musketeers invade
the east for the first time in over
a decade, this week-end, when
they tangle with Providence
College, at Cranston, R. I., Stadium, Friday evening.
Up until last Saturday, Xavier
was figured not to have much
trouble . with the Providence
club, whom they last played in
1927, but judging from the
Friar's showing against the highly-rated Holy Cross eleven, at
Worchester, last week, Coach
Clem Crowe is going to have his
hands full in bringing his Musketeers home a winner.
Providence, not accorded much
of a chance against Holy Cross,
exhibited une~pected power
while losing by a score of only
7-0, and according to CJ1bservers,
the Rhode Island team may ·be
one of the surprise elevens of
the east.
Scout Gives Report
Kenny Jordan, former Musketeer backfield ace, who scouted
Providence's opening game for
Coach Crowe, brought !back word
that the Friars have a heavy
squad which may give the Xavier fotiward wall a great
amount of trouble.
''Besides being heavy," Jordan
commented, "they have a fastcharging line on the offensive
and a good set of backs to carry
the ball. Their ends are tall and
rangy, and while Providence did
not throw many passes in the
Holy Cross game to give the
ends a chance to show on the offensive, the flankmen displayed
capalble defensive work."
Providence's offense, in all
probability, will be given its
greatest boost over that of the
Musketeer's, in the kicking department. J.ordan reported that
the Easterners have two splendid punters in Bill Moge, and
Dick Vitullo, two of the mainstays in the Friar :backfield.
Moge, who is an honest-to-goodness triple-threat man, kept the
Holy Cross team back in their
own territory for the greater
part of the game, last week, and
was one of the chief reasons why
Providence made such a remarkable stand.
Vitullo Is Star Halfback
Vitullo, a 216-]b. fulliback,
would be a welcome addition to
any coach's squad, as it is said
that he leaves little to be desired in offensive or defensive play.
He is rated as one of the best
fuUbacks in New England.
Coach Joe McGee of Provideuce also has a pair of good
running backs in Leo Ploski, a
quarteiiback, and Dominic Minicucci, who does most of the work
at- left half. Besides calling the
signals, Ploski has an accurate
throwing arm, which ought to
·keep the Musketeer secondary
on the alert all afternoon.
The Providence line will outweigh Xavier's forward wall by
a great many pounds, as their
probable starting lineup averages close to 190-lbs., an asset
which they -Will prnbably use to
great advantage.
Xavier, on the other hand, will
have to rely on speed and deception in ·order to cope with
their eastern rivals, because they
plainly showed against Kentucky, last Saturday, in the last
half, that they are, not yet ready

to grapple with .a much heavier
line for an entire game.
Coa·ch Crowe, though fairly
pleased with his team's work in
their first major test of the season, against the Wildcats of
Kentucky, nevertheless sent the
Musketeers through three hard
workouts this we.ek in preparation for tomorrow night's contest, stressing the Muskie punt"
ing and passing departments, in
particular. Outweighed on the
ground as they are for the Providence encounter, it is fairly certain that the aerial attack will
get plenty of play, and if it is to
be effective, Xavier passes, like
the punting, must necesarily
stand improvement over last
Saturday's exhibition.
Starting Lineup Uncertain
Crowe is not yet certain what
combination he will use .as a
starting lineup, due to numerous
injuries which laid low many of
the squad memlbers. Two full
teams made the trip to Providence and Crowe intends to substitute rather freely in order to
cope with the hard charging,
heavy Easterners.
The Providence lineup most
likely will consist of: Jim Leo
and John Barnini at the ends;
Paul Ryan and Ed Snyder at
the tackles; Norman Eichner and
Captain Ben Polak at guards,
and Harold Demers at center.
Leo Ploski will call the signals
at quarterback, and at the halves
will be Dominic Minicucci and
Bill Moge, with 215-pound Dick
Vitullo filling in at full/back.

Appointments Alumni Will
Are Made In Aid In Maki1ig
ROTC Ranlis Dance Plans
Artillery Unit Prepares Dads Will Gather At
For Revue On Dads Xavier For, West VirDay Celebration.
ginia Game On Octo·
her 14.
Alppointments to ranks in the

on the evening of the football
game, it was reported.
The council is also making
preparations for Dads Day, to be
celebrated on· October 14, with
the West Virginia football game
as part of the program. Preceding the game; the Dads will be
served dinner in the cafeteria,
followed by a short program
whereby the Dads will get acquainted.
'Ilhe fathers of the football
players will be given numbers
corresponding with those of
their sons and will be seated
near the players bench on the
Xavier side of the field. Each
of the fathers will be introduced
individually to the fans over the
amplifier.
After the game the Dads will
assemble 1n the Field House
where it is being planned to
have a smoker and to serve refreshments.

Reserve Officers Training Corps
were recently issued from the
Homecoming Day will be celeMilitary department. The late ibra ted on the day of the Xaviet:assignments :bring the staff of Creighton game, Novemiber 6,
cadet officers more nearly to Student Council announced this
·completion, and are a leading week. !Plans for the event are
fa<:tor in the reorgani2lation of being formulated by a committhe Coiips.
tee of the alumni in cooperation
With a revue for the !benefit of with several members ~-of the
the "Dads" as immediate objec- student Council.
tive, Xavier's Field Artillery
The site of the homecoming
unit was revamped during Corps dance has not as yet been selectOnly 36 players turned out for
Day, fast Tuesday. The date for ed, but the dance will be held the 1937 squad at Indiana U.
this public performance of the - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - cadets remains indefinite, but the
Military Department, through
Captain George E. Wrockloff, revealed that it will occur during
the current month.
Since cadet officers are, as a
general practice, to be selected
from the students of the advance
course, the Corps has not as yet
developed a complete personnel
in the two years of its growth.
The aippointments, norm a 11 y
Al Stephan
posted in the beginning of each
semester, are .based on the military a bility of the individual.
To clear up a puzzling situation-Xavier kicked off both halves
The appointments aI·e as folbecause
Captain Fred Nebel chose to kick off (second choice) the
lows: to rank of cadet major,
Robert F. Meyer; captains, Geers, first halif and Captain "Red" Hagan chose to receive (second choice)
Ruff, Kennedy, Antonelli, O'Con- the second half. First choice both times was "gone with the wind."
nor, Martin, Hartlaub, Beckman; Wish somebody would clarify one thing for this bewildered little
first lieutenants, [Benson, Rooney, column-on the Howe-Linden tussle what was going on among the
Dalton, Heck, Meister, Dooley, officials? The Musketeers got the agate back after they had kicked
iBriuch, Holley; second lieuten- and more puzzling too, why the penalty which seemed to be half
ants, Brown, Tillman, Blum, the distance of the field?
Why doesn't somebody tell me these
Reilly, P. Geers, Fox, Leugers, things?
Millitzer, Rack, Dineen, Casello,
----x---Oker, Burke, Summers, SchneidThings seen at the game:-Jierman Katz, the master matcher, Groneman, Schuh, Low; master sergeant, Steuer; first ser- maker from the Parkway Arena, tearing his hair out when Howe
geants, Espe!, Inkrot, Schmidt, and Linden began to gesticulate in no uncertain terms. Katz was
Efkeman, B er n e n s; sergeants, willing to offer the lad a bushel of sheckels to perform in the mainKrekeler, Condo, Luken, Trauth, go at the local palace of fisticuffs. The boys, hoiwever, decided to
Duda, Konersman, Burke, Brud- perform gratis for the 13,000 cash customers. "Jim "10 seconds"
er, Bergamyer, Bauman, Clear,
Homan, Ernst, Kern, Kernen, Farasey kept nipping the Wildcats from behind everytime they
Culver, Grub er, Klingenberg, shook a back loose in the clear. "Jim" really steps out in that
Saxton, Brungs, Dougherty, Ges- defensive fullback post. Captain "I Cover All The Open Spots"
sing, Weiler, F·eck, Farley, Hall- Nebel was the ace man on the ball field for the second week. "Big
'bach, Schumacher, Tepe; corpor- Ole Fred" really pushes the opposition around. "X" tackles, Howe
als, Boehm, Beckman, Carney, and Russ, had the Kentucky foiiward wall on the down beat the first
Conry, Daley, Clements, Cent- three heats Paul "I'll Get By" Sheetz was messing up the Kentucky
ner, Craffey, Gladstone, Hogan, offense all afternoon, what a defense, brothers!
Goesling, Freking, Kluska, Gese1brach t, Grogan, Heitzman, McCincinnati's rollicking Redlegs almost dropped into the AmerDermott, Rees, Russ, Muriphy,
Nordmeyer, Mains, Piening, ican Association these last two weeks. It's a good thing the season
Gonnella, Weingartner, Woest- ended when it did or the charges of Mr. Crosley might have been
man, Wilson, Bockerstette, Wil- reported among those missing in another month. The final fourteen
lenborg, Tuke, Berting.
straight losses should serve to prove conclusively that the noble
Redlegs had something other than "Chuck" Dr.essen to blame for
for the Muskies next Friday.
their coal-hoie plight. "Smilin' Chuck" played the role of fall guy
The West Virginia Mountain- in the 1937- 154 game performance of the Crosley Follies. !Who will
eers put up a stubborn· defense take the leading role next season? "You've Got Something There"
against the powerful Pitt Panth- is scheduled to be the new theme song dedicated to the luckless
ers for three periods but then
faltered allowing Pitt to win 20- aspirant who gets the nod.
1

Recognition Given
Xavier U. Gridders
In National N eivs
National recognition was handed to the Musketeer gridders by
way of the "Illustrated Football
Annual," a coast-to-coast f.ootball review.
The magazme carried action
pictures of Jim "Buzz" Farasey
and Bob Farley, the latter being
listed among the Sophomore
Stars of 1937, along with Hennis
of Purdue, Anderson of Stanford, and players from other
"name... institutions.
Veteran memlbers of the squad
were named in a somewhat extensive write-up, part of which
follows:
"The players he (Clem Crowe)
points to with the most pride
are his little All-American, AllOhio center, ~Fred Nebel, and
mild-mannered Jim Farasey,
whose crushing offensive play at
fulbback is excelled only by his
'they shall not pass' defense.
_The wings will be covered by
Frank Kucia, veteran of two
stiff campaigns and a flock of
eager sophs. The Musketeers
meet some rocky opposition, ineluding Kentucky and West Vir~
ginia, but they ought to be equal
to anything that comes their
way."

----x----

to-O.

Calibre Of Xavier
Opponents ls Noted
Glance at the outcome of this
week's games in the sport pages.
It gives one same idea of the cali1bre of the teams yet to be met
by Xavier this year. The game
with Providence appears to be
as hard a one as the contest with
the Wildcats. rrhe fact that the
Friars held the Holy Cross Crusaders to a touchdown win shows
that they will be plenty tough

Canisius, however, lost to Niagara 13-0.
The Praying Colonels proved
fo their game with Oglethorpe
that they are on the alert and
are able to take full advantage
of the brea·ks of· the game.
Baldwin-Wallace, keeping inta'Ct its three year record of never having lost an Ohio Confer·ence game, took Bowling Green
over the jumps with a 21-0 victory.
Wayne after a hard fought
battle defeated Akron 19-13.

----x·----

The cash and carry boys ,Pried off the lid Stliilday ait Niorthside.
lif it hadn't been 1for "One Man Gang" Wiethe the whole afternoon
would have been rather repugnant. "Sock-ho" had another priivate
feud with an AU....Aimer.iC'an. iLaLst year Nonthwestern's Paul T.angora was the object o.f Johrn's affUdtio111S. This semester ano.ther
Evanston Wildcat, Steve Reid, wtas the recipient. PJ.ay-by-iplay
a.1ccount-"Never heaiid of y1ou," sez mild mannered John. "Never
heard 00: you either, yok.el," replies Mr. Reid .. "Well, m1,1.gg, this
nexit play comas riig'ht through y.ou, see?"
They tried to make
Reid pay admission to get back in when ''Sock-ho" drove him
right out of the ball yard ten seconds later. All I can say is, "A
nice :bunch of playdiul lads."

----x:----

And sq 'til the next time you're all X-Cuesed.
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LAST PERIOD SCORE BEA TS XAVIER
Pass By Davis
Nets Victory
For Kentucky

Musketeel's' T1·aine1·

A

Musketeers
Dominate
Play During First Half;
Weiler, Nebel, Howe
And Russ Star.
It was three up and three down
in the Kentucky-Xavier series
Saturday. A third down, fourth
quarter pass sent the ill-fated
charges of Clem Crowe down to
a 6-0 defeat.
Checking the Wildcat ground
game at every threat, the Musketeers seemed headed for at
least a scoreless tie when Bob
"Thorn Jn The Side" Davis, who
was responsible in great part for
Kentucky's -two previous victories, dropped 'back to Xavier's 35
yard line and flipped a 20 yard
shot into the outstretched hands
of Robinson,.- Wildcat quarterback. Robinson, protected by
"Red" Hagan, Kentucky captain
and end, scooted down the sidelines ifor 15 yards and the only
score of the afternoon. Jay Sheridan, ::Musketeer center, who had
replaced the injured Captain
Fred Nlfuel, broke thJ.'lo.ugh to
block the attempted coniversion.
In this fashion the long sought
victory over the Wynnemen faded into impossibility. For the
third straight year the Crowemen
had to be satisfied with the
knowledge that their performance was most praiseworthy but
it was just a question of too
much power and reserve material on Kentucky's part.
Muskies Near Goal

Raglan
ANTHONY COMELLO

Tony Comella is a busy man
these days. Tony is a Xavier
fan and as such is depressed by
Uie- recent flurry of injuries; but
he is trainer for the Musketeers
and~well, business is business.
Seriously, though, Tony is one
of Xavier's most loyal followers.
He has "trained" the MuSkies for
so long that he's getting _bald
from tearing his hair out aibout
the boys.
-th_e_b_a_l_l-res-t-ed--on--th_e__
X_a_v-ie-r
one-ifoot lines.
Kentucky's Defense·
Unaible to shake loose the
speedy backs uncovered in the
Transy game, Coaches Crowe
and Wilke were stymied by the
Kentucky defense. With the exception of the sophomore speedster, Nfok Weiler, the 1backs were
halted repeatedly while the passgame rwas ineffective for the
most part. The first downs found
Kentucky having fourteen while
Xavier countered with d)our. The
kicking of Bob Davis had the
Musketeers in retreat almost all
afternoon :while Kucia and Cummins showed up well in the Xavier ;punting deparbtnent, after a
slow start.
The line play of Xavier's two
tackles, Bill Russ and Al Howe,
of Paul Sheetz, and Captain Nebel and the offensive work of
Nick Weiler were the Musketeer
features. Fighting all the way,
it seems that it just wasn't in the
cards for Captain Nebel and his
boys to down the Lexington representatives in this third meet.
mg.
Led .by the sensational Davis,
the Wildcats could not 1be denied
arfter Xavier had "shot the
works" in the first period.

iEarly in the first quarter the
Musketeers were as close to a
touchdown as possiiqle. Following Kentucky's futile attempts to
·crack the Xavier forward wall,
Bob Davis dropped back rto kick.
Captain :Nebel and Paul Sheetz,
diminutive power house guard,
broke through to blr1ck the punt
on the Kentucky 29. Xavier recovered on the Kentucky 16.
Three plays later Nick "The
Slick" Weiler tossed a pass into
the end zone and the six-points
were all ibut on the board when.
Fronk Kucia, Xavier end, had
the ball slip .fro:m his hands.
Starting out in high gear, the
MuSketeers dominated play the
entire first quarter. The Crowemen reeled off three first dO<Wns
before the Wildcats countered
one. The second period found
both ball clubs battling around
midfield the entire quarter.
\.
Change In Complexion
At the start of the second half
the complexion of the struggle
changed slightly and Co a c h
Wynne's second string line wore
The newest Xavier arganizadown the Xavier forward wall tion promises an active calendar
!for the final fifteen minutes. of activities for its members in
Near the close of this period the the - coming year, if the anspectatore were treated to a free- nouncements coming from its infor-all 1between the Orowemen itial meeting, held this week, is
and the Wynnemen. It started any indication. The Xavier Orwith Al Howe, Xavier tackle, der of Military Merit, organized
and Linden, Kentucky fackle, soon after the Military Ball last
squaring off near .the midfield spring, is composed of cadets who
stripe. When peace and order have been awarded the fourrawas restored both men were gere fur outstanding military
ejected. Captain Nebel was the achievement.
next to depart fr-0m ,battle but
The keynote of the Orde1"s acvia the injury route.
tivities will be to strive for honWith Nebel, !Who retired early or achieved through scholastic
in the !fourth period, and Howe endeavor.
It will attempt to.gone, and the Wildcat first string instill into the cadet Corps the
line back in the ·game, the pen- same spirit that distinguishes its
dulum began to swing Ken- members, through the discussion
tucky's way. The fatal pass of Ccmps problems ,rut month]jy
came after the Musketeers had luncheon meetings in the Union
stopped the Wildcat running at- House.
tack temporarily. After this the
The selection of a date and
boys from Lexington started a site for the Military Ball was desustained touchdown drive with ferred to the next meeting, ·but
"Muscles" Hodge and Bob Davis it was agreed to designate the
carrying ·the •ball. Three times period immediately before or
the Wildcats tried to penetrate after Christmas as the most likeThis arrangement,
the Musketeer line from the one- ly time.
yard line and as the game ended however, .is only tentative.

Military Order
Plans To Hold
Monthly Meetings

r
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The reason we say a "typical English Raglan" is because in England
the raglans are a hit fuller with more sweep to the skirt and the
shoulders are more_ flowing.
It looks well on almost every man. And besides this coat has all
of the wearing and shape-retaining qualities- of the famous Knit·
tex cloth. It ·is a wonderful combination of style, utility and
comfort.
This model is at Burkhardt's in both Kllit-tex at $30 and Angora
Knit-tex at $35. Colors are Blues, Greys, Brmms, Tans in herring·
bones, overplaids and plain effects.
Stop in at Burkhardt's now •• , stocks are still at their peak.
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Xavier Men Fo1· Housewarming
And It's No Coal-Collection Eithel'
The heat's on! Well, let us say
that the heat is dowbly on. A few
seniors have known about this
affair for some time, it seems,
and have told no one;-the heat
is on them, therefore because
they are o'bviously guilty of exercising an unfair monopoly.
The fact that they did not succeed in perpetratring this crime
does not lessen the guilt.
"We'd like to obtain some information albout exhuming some
X-humans to attend our Housewarming," interrupted a gentle
voice as I labored with late copy
in the newsroom. Inasmuch as I
was almost finished with the last
bit of copy, I said, mechanically,
without looking up: "Have a
chair, lady!" - Wrong again!

When I finally did look up, there
were before me not one, 'but two
chair-ladies.
And here are the
facts which I received, unalloyed:
Our Lady of Cincinnati College, need I tell you where it is,
will conduct a Housewarming on
Friday afternoon and early evening, October 15. This Housewarming is being held for the
new freshman class of the college under the sponsorship of
the junior class. The chair-ladies
who share the chair, arid who
shared a chair because I failed
to look up, are juniors Misses
Jane Howard and Betty Wingerter. Whether. or not they
have come to the right place for
co-operation, I leave to your
judgment. Whether or not they'll

have to exhume anyibody, I leave
to your spirit. Frankly, this is a
fi!}e opportunity for two Catholic
institutions to inaugurate a more
active spirit of Catholic social
activity in Cincinnati, and being
recognized as such has, obtained
the hearty approval of the officials of both institutions.
A1bert A. Stephan, president
of the Student Coundl has
pledged his upport fo1· this af-

•

fair: and urges that Xavier student participate and co-operate
fully.
It is suggested that those who
intend to attend give their names
either to stephan or to the editor of the Xavier University
News. Whether or not they seek
this information in order that
they might be assured of two positions on the rail _in case of
crowding is a matter of conjec-

ture. They seem to be playing
the game fairly, though, because
they guarantee room for all entries.
If this project fails now it's
your fault. Affairs of this sort
have failed in the past, but with
you men officially invited into
the field the by-word at this
Housewarming should be: "It's
not the heat so much, it's the
humanity!"

•

Revival Of Court Issue
Witl1 L'Affaire Blacli.
Plagues Wlrite House
should request the r,esignation of
Mr. Black, for resignation and
removal seem to 1be the only
way to remove a Justice. Even
t'he men in the street fuel the
disturibance as is evidenced by
Boston lawy·er Patrick H. Kelly
wh:o claims that no vacancy exists in the Supreme Tribunal,
BY C. F. HOLLEY
re-'echoing Senator BCJII'lah's old
When nearly eight mooiths objection.
ago, President Roosevelt proRoosevelt's Actions
posed for the first time his plan
for reorganization .of the SuTihe S'upr·eme Court issue, raispreme Oour.t he shooked the cit- ed by Franklin D. Roosevelt apizenry of this cou111try, both the pears to be ·a thorn in the side
lawmaker and the aver.age inan. to the chief executive. NeverHis subsequent failure to obtain theles.s, the latest news from the
passage for the bill marked a Supl'eme Court frolllt indicates
tremendous defeat for the Neiw that the President is renewing
Deal interests and shOIWed that his fig'ht for a paoked co.urt by
publi'c sentiment could prove a taking a trans-coniinental -tour
lofty 'barrier in the path of the by brain, in an effort to win over
powerful administration occupy- adVlerse pulblic opinion. As ev·ents
ing the White House.
are now, the Supreme Court isAlthough highly disappointed sue and its conne~ion with Senby the Tejeotion of his pet ator Bla!ck certainly prove a
scheme, Mr. Roosevelt seemed sore spot to the Piries.ident, the
to a:bandon it and concentrate ~ew Dealers, and the Democrathis effor,tis on new fields. Vice-1 1c Party.
·
President Garner is usually
credited with. the Preside~t's
change of attitude. The resignation of Associaie Justice Van
Devaniter appeared bo be an
opening f.or which the Pi:esident
was looking to renew his fight
for his "desideraitum."
(Continued from Page 1)
Appointment Of Black
After a len:gthy delay and the firmative, Ray Wilson, pointed
utmost secrecy the appointment out that a unicameral system
of Senator Black from Alabama would speed up legislation,
wa:s made public. With charac- would not "pass the buck," and
teristic New Deal vigor the con- would necessarily have better
firmation of Senato,r Blaick's ap- representatives and laws.
The last negative speaker, Dan
poin:bmenlt was railroaded thvu
the Senate by administration Bruch, argued that history and
for.ces and Vloices raised in op- experience prove conclusively
position were promptly squelefu- that unkameralism has failed
ed. Senator Black from the far many times in the past and conSouth was now a Justice of the sequently would not serve to
Supreme Court of the United good advantage in our present
Sta'tes, having taken the prelim- national system of government.
After the usual intermission,
inary oath of office.
the rebuttals were given. After
While confirmation of the the decision was reached by the
Blaok appointment was being
audience, it was decided that the
pushed by pro-.Roosevelt men, speeches should be limited-that
newshound5 were checking the the constructive speeches be cut
Ku Klux Klan aativi.ities of Hu- down to eight minutes.
go S. Blaclc. It was the lot of
The resolution for the deibate
newswriter Ray Sprigle of the of the next meeting is: "ResolvPi1ltSburgh Post Gazeute to sound ed, that Civil Service be employthe note heard 'round the coun- ed to determine all !Positions aptry in his series of copyrighted pointed 'by elected civil authoriarit.icles in which he aired his ties."
discoveries.
Reaction Of Nation
lmmedia•tely, throughiout the
entdre n::l!tion, reaction against
the Black appoin/tment became
evJdent. Senators, in numlbers,
felt th:at they had been deceived
by remarks made by Bladk's
colleagues, t'haf he was not a
Klansman. They feU that the
1nvestigatio.n of Blacik had ooen
too hurried and in'adequate, and
-that a Klan appointment would
reflect upon their OWlll integrity.
RAY PEARL Sat, & Sun,
· In addition there is considerAdmission ssc, Tax Incl.
aible talk that the ad.ministration

S e c rec y Surrounding
Appointment G i v e s
Rise To Charges
Against President.

Philopedian
Stages Year's
First Debate
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You might be
standing right next to the most attractive person you ever met, but you don't
know it until you are introduced ...
until you get acquainted.
And you don't know how much
pleasure a cigarette can give until some·
/
body offers you a Chesterfield.
Certainly this is frtte: Chesterfields
are refreshingly milder . .. they've
got a taste that smokers like.

